Department of Anthropology | Stanford University,
ANTHRO Application for Summer Quarter Funding Support in the First, Second or Third year of the Ph.D.

Please complete this form on or by May 15th in the Spring quarter of the first, second or third year of the Ph.D. degree program requesting department funding support for approved (pre) dissertation Summer field research funding support. Confirm approval for the (pre) dissertation proposal as well as time to degree.

STUDENT INFORMATION:

__________________________________________________   ________________________________________________
Student name (First, Last)                    SU Emplid ID#

__________________________________________________   ________________________________________________
SU email              Telephone

__________________________________________________   ________________________________________________
Assigned Faculty Mentor or Chosen Primary Advisor                                    Entering Quarter and Academic year

Department Ph.D. Degree Program Track and Cohort Year (Check one box, only)

Ph.D. Degree Program Track:

☐ Archaeology Ph.D. track , or  ☐ Cultural and Social Ph.D. track

Ph.D. Degree Program Cohort Year:

☐ First-year Ph.D. Student Cohort, pre-dissertation (total amount not to exceed $5,000.00).
The first of three Summers of pre-dissertation Summer Quarter research funding support is given in the Summer Quarter of the first year in the Ph.D. degree program with no tuition. Confirmation of at least two other intramural funding applications is required.

☐ Second-year Ph.D. Student Cohort, pre-dissertation with doctoral candidacy (total amount is the minimum Summer quarter research assistantship rate).
The second of three summers of pre-dissertation Summer Quarter research funding support is given in the Summer Quarter of the second year in the Ph.D. degree program by way of a pre-doctoral research affiliate, with 10 units of tuition support. Confirmation of at least two other intramural funding applications is required.

☐ Third-year Ph.D. Student Cohort, approved dissertation with doctoral candidacy.
The third of three summers of pre-dissertation Summer Quarter research funding support is given in the Summer quarter of the third in the Ph.D. degree program by way of confirmation of the successful completion of the third year degree requirements inclusive initiating approved field research as a fellowship stipend, with no tuition. This support is meant to bridge the third year student to approved dissertation field research through the end of the fourth year.

Please attach the following: an approved (pre)dissertation proposal; a budget detailing all possible Summer funding sources, pending or awarded; a statement regarding degree progress; and, copies of at least two intramural Summer funding proposals (submitted)

ANTHRO Assigned Faculty Mentor or Chosen Program Advisor:

__________________________________________     _________________________________________      _______________________
Name                                Signature                                     Date